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I refer to your letter of 8 October 2021, in relation to the Special Liquidation of IBRC, in which further 

information was requested on the following; 

Details of the checks and balances in place within the Department in relation to value for money 
auditing of each line of expenditure in respect of liquidation fees to include a breakdown of fees and 
clarification as to whether fees will continue to increase the longer the process goes on. 

Given the scale and importance of the special liquidation of IBRC, there has been a high level of 

oversight by the Department of Finance since t he process commenced in 2013. This includes 

procedures to monitor and oversee the costs and fees incurred in the liquidation, regular formal 

meetings between senior officials from the Shareholding and Financial Advisory Division (SFAD) and 

the Special Liquidators, and frequent communication between SFAD and Special Liquidators across a 

range of issues as they arise. 

To inform the Department's oversight of the liquidation process, the Special Liquidators routinely 

provide a number of reports, set out below, each of which is considered by the Department and 
discussed with the Special Liquidators. 

• Annual progress report, as requested by the Minister for Finance. 'There have been eight 

progress reports published since IBRC entered into special liquidation in February 2013. 
• Annual Fee Estimate Report. 

• Quarterly Estimated Liquidation Outcome Report. 

• Monthly update report on ongoing litigation costs to date and estimated costs to conclusion. 

In addition to this ongoing oversight of the special liquidation process, in 2019 the Department 

commissioned an independent review of similar liquidations globally. The Department commissioned 

this review in order to further inform and assess our oversight of the special liquidation process and 

the associated costs. The report provided the Department with an independent analysis of other 

liquidations of a similar scale, allowing comparisons and benchmarking with the IBRC special 

liquidation, particularly in relation to costs. Initiating this review was an important lever in supporting 

the Department's oversight of the process. 
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The main findings of the report, undertaken by RSM Ireland, were as follows: 

• The hourly charge out rates applicable to the liquidators' fees of IBRC SL are lower than Irish 

'Court Approved' rates, lower than average UK insolvency practitioner rates and lower than 

rates charged on comparable insolvencies included in the analysis. 

• There has been no increase in the IBRC SL hourly rates since the commencement of the 

liquidation in 2013, which is not the position in comparable cases. 

• The annual fees charged by IBRC SL have generally followed other cases analysed, showing a 

reduction over the duration of the case. 

• The SL fees as a percentage of asset, liability, realisations and cash outflows are lower than 
the percentages observed in comparable cases. 

• A rebate on SL fees of €Sm was agreed in the IBRC SL. No example's were identified of such a 

rebate on similar type insolvency assignments. 

• Setting projections and budgets and comparing against actual results achieved has aided a 

positive control environment. 

• Appropriate cost controls have been employed by the Special Liquidators of IBRC which was 

part of an overall control environment that included involvement and oversight from the 
Department of Finance. 

On 1 July 2021, the Special Liquidators of IBRC published their Eighth Progress Update Report on the 

Special Liquidation of IBRC (the "Eighth Progress Update Repor't"), a copy of which has been provided 

to the Committee. As with all of the Progress Update Reports, included in this Report are updates on 

the various workstreams which continue in the liquidation, information on the costs and fees incurred 

in the liquidation and on the remaining tasks to be completed before the liquidation can be finalised. 

The Report also highlighted the continued impact which COVID-19 is having on winding up IBRC, 

further details of which are provided below. We view these reports as important in providing 

transparency to the public around the special liquidation including the progre-ss made by the Special 

Liquidators, the necessary workstreams and the associated costs. 

As set out in the Progress Update Report, the Special Liquidators have extended their timeframe for 

the final winding up of IBRC from end-2022 to end-2024. This extended timeline can largely be 

attributed to the ongoing impact of Covid-19 which resulted in delays to asset realisation strategies 

and to various Court proceedings. The decision to extend the timeframe was made with the objective 

of achieving the best possible return on the remaining assets in order to maximise the overall benefit 
to the State. 

The disruption to the liquidation process caused by the impact of Covid-19 on the domestic and global 

economy could not have been foreseen. Therefore, in order to fully assess the potential impact of 

Covid-19 on the IBRC liquidation, the Department requested that the SLs set out a range of scenarios 

for the windup of the liquidation and the projected impact of each on asset realisation values and 
corresponding costs, with the overarching objective of ensuring maximum return to the State. 



With maily of the remaining assets ln the ·ho_spita!!ty, office and retalf se;ctors, it will not come as a 

surprise that the Special liquidators advised that asset values were significantly negatively impacted 

by Covld~19, While the Spedal Liquidators are confident that value of these assets will improve once 

normality returns to the various jurisdictions, projections nf the tlmeframe fer as_set values to recover 

to prea{:ovid, or 2019, levels depends.on a number of factors, speclfic to the locatlon and dass of each 

asset. It ls therefore Important to strike the correct balance of ensuring the optimal timing far asset 
sales as the ~lobal economy recovers and maximising the return to the-State. 

Four scenanos.for completing the liquidation were presented-by the Special Liquidators, ranging from 

end-2021 to end~2024 completion, with the foll9wfng projected impacts: 

i. tnd-2021: Potential loss of 30% in asset-value {€189m}, with an additional -€2m of holding 
costs above orlglnal projectlons. 

2. End-2022: Potential loss of 25% loss in asset val_ue (€157m), with an additlonal Um ·of holding 
costs above original projections. 

3. E'nd~2023: Pptentta_! loss of 10% in asset value (€63m), witti an additional €18m of holding 
costs above original projections. 

4. End-2024: Asset values antk:ipated to have returned to pre~Covfd levels with no loss-incurred 

on the assets, witb an additional €26.Sm of holding costs above original projections. 

While there are ii'lcreaSed holdiOg cOsts associated with retaining the assets to 2024, the projected 

up!lft in asset values achieved by·not disposing of the assets In the current environment far outweigh 

the estimated additional holding costs. Overall, the Special liquidators estimate that extending the 
limeline of the liquidatiOn to the end of 2024 can be expected to.generate. an additional €157m in 

realised values when compared to projected realisations. if all assets were disposed -of by 2022. On 

that basis, tt was considered li1 the State's best interests to extend the timeline of the liquidatiOn. 

Over the remalntng-timeline of the· liquidatlon, the Special Liquidators have•foreCilsted total further 

fees of between €:26m~€33m. This wi!_I bring the total fees Incurred overt he duration of the llquidation 

.from 2013M2024 to €320mM€327m. Within thls figure, the Impact of the further 2-year extehsion is an 

addltronal forecast of u4-16m for fees to 31 December 2024. As set out above, while there ls an 

additional fee cost in extending the time line for comple"t1on, this approach wlll maximise the return to 
the State over31L 

€m 2021* 2022"' 2023* 2024* Total* 
Legal Workstream Fees 1.0 2.0 2.0 0.75 5.75 
Loan Management Fees 0.5 1.5 I LS 1.25 4.75 
Genera! liquidation Fees 0.5 0.5 I .o.s 0.5 2,0 
SL Legal & Profes.s!Onal Fees -0.S 0.0 i 1.0-2.0 1.0-2.0 1.5-3.5 
V1;1rianee between 2019 and 2020 Report 1,5. 4.0 !s.CH;.o 3;5-4;5 14.0-16.0 

"'forecast 

Notwithstanding_ these current projections, given the evolving imd unprecedented nature -of the 

impa('.t-of the pandemic, the-De_partment_consid€rs It important that this tfmelfne remains subject to 

ongoing review, Therefore, ttie ·oepartment has requested that the Special Liquidators provide an 

updated scenario analysls by the end of Ql 2022 in order to· assess the optimal timeline for the 



conclusion of the liquidation process, taking account of the most recent available information on the 

outlook for realising assets across the relevant sectors and jurisdictions. 

Alongside its impact on asset realisation strategies, Covid-19 has also disrupted the remaining court 

proceedings which IBRC are party to, with court dates having been postponed by up to 12-18 months. 

The timing of the conclusion of these cases will depend on a range of factors, many beyond the control 
of the Special Liquidators. 

The priority outcome from the special liquidation of IBRC continues to be to maximise the ultimate 

return to the State and any decision on the timeline for the conclusion of the liquation is informed by 

this objective. The Department will continue to actively engage with the Special Liquidators to ensure 

that all efforts are made to achieve or accelerate this timetable subject to maximising the overall 
return for the State. 

Yours sincerely, 
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